Crime Scene Details

Location: Mrs. Johnson’s Class
Time: The crime occurred approximately between the hours of 3:30 P.M. yesterday and 8:00 A.M. this morning.

List of Possible Suspects: These are the people who we have determined had motive and access to the cookie jar. They also do not have alibis for the time in question.

Mrs. Johnson - We suspect Mrs. Johnson craves attention and possibly faked the crime. Help us prove she is a phony baloney covering for her own insatiable appetite for sweets.

Mrs. Dedmon - Mrs. Dedmon has a history of chocoholic behavior! Could all that sweetness and kindness be a cover for a conniving cookie criminal? Only the evidence will tell!

Mrs. Hale - Something doesn’t add up about this first grade teacher. The other teachers think she is the obvious suspect, but is someone just using her as the patsy to take the fall for their own devious crime?

Mrs. Monroe - Could this librarian by day be a cookie thief by night? We’re not sure. Let’s “check this out” and get to the bottom of this cookie caper!

Mrs. Sweetin - Does this teacher’s name give us a clue about a hidden sweet tooth? Does she think one of the benefits of teaching is a free hand with the cookie jar? You will need to find out!

Mrs. Smith - Has power and prestige corrupted our Office Queen? Could she be our cookie culprit? If so make her confess to her crime!

Your mission should you choose to accept it is first to learn all you can about the science of fingerprinting. Second, use your keen observation skills and fingerprint knowledge to compare and contrast the fingerprint found at the scene of the crime with the fingerprints of our suspects. Find the cookies and enjoy the “sweet” rewards. Fail and someone else will be enjoying your sweet treat!